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minnale is an interesting story. it has very interesting characters and it is written by a very talented writer. but the story is not a very good one. there is a lot of wasted potential, characters that are just too one dimensional, and scenes that are just boring. this is a list of 50 things you
didn't know about minnale. 1. minnale is the only tamil film that was made with the same actors playing different characters. 2. minnale was the first of gautham menon's films to be made after he took over the direction of films from menon manohar. 3. minnale was the first tamil film to

be filmed with 35mm film instead of super 8. so was minnale problematic well to me, it felt like it went from relatively harmless, goofy rom-com to a story about dudes engaging in rather alarming behaviour. i know, i know, rowdys actions are apparently justifiable because a) he really
loves her! b) he said sorry! c) she actually likes him! but it does feel like the girl had very little agency in all this. i mean she was literally passed from one dude to another. rowdy, his friends and his thatha all seemed to have better insight into the girls true feelings than the girl herself.

and her anger at being conned was certainly not as important as the anger of rowdy who conned her and got mad because she got mad because he conned her. but this is what is known as useless feminist speculation. and i for one, will not stand for it on my platform. as gautham
menon's minnale re-releasing in theatres, fans of actor madhavan, reemma sen and abbas, are an excited lot. the film, which hit screens in 2001, has completed 20 years since release. here's a look at five interesting facts about the film..
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lyrics for vaseegara song in english with its translation from minnale
tamil film. bombay jayashri sings vaseegara lyrics while thamarai is

writer of authentic stanza.learn meaning of jonita gandhis cover song
for vaseegara originally filmed on r. madhavan & reema sen. overall, it
was a decent movie. the movie was not without flaws, but i do think it
was promising. so all in all, it was a pretty decent release and i hope to
see more stuff like minnale from gautham menon and i am sure that if

you like o lala, you would also like minnale. directed by gautham
menon, minnale is not only a romantic comedy but also a movie about
emotions. emotions, it is what it is. the lead pair of abhishek bachchan
and saif ali khan play quite a funny pair of characters in the film. both,
abhishek and saif, who usually play serious characters and talk crap at

each other in films, come across quite comical and the chemistry
between them is electric. the film is directed by gautham menon who is

known for his work in thiruttu payale and boom. with boom under his
belt, menon is trying to prove his directorial prowess with minnale. the

film is an absolute winner for gautham in many ways. the film is
hilarious, the chemistry between the leads is awesome and the scenes
in which there is a song and dance routine are some of the best ones in

recent times. however, it is not just the film that makes minnale a
winner. it is the lyrics that make it a winner. in fact, the lyrics of the film

are so good that you can almost picture each and every scene that
happens in the film. the writers have done a great job and the lyrics of

the songs are so good that they will make you laugh and cry at the
same time. 5ec8ef588b
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